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a single comprehensive resource for the design application testing and
maintenance of rotating machines filling a long standing gap in the field
electrical insulation for rotating machines covers in one useful volume all
aspects of the design deterioration testing and repair of the electrical
insulation used in motors and generators lucidly written by leading experts
this authoritative reference provides both historical background important to
understanding machine insulation design and the most up to date information
on new machines and how to select insulation systems for them coverage
includes such key topics as types of rotating machines windings and rotor and
stator winding construction evaluating insulation materials and systems
stator winding and rotor winding insulation systems in current use failure
mechanisms and repair testing and monitoring maintenance strategies detailing
over 30 different rotor and stator winding failure processes and reviewing
almost 25 different tests and monitors used to assess winding insulation
condition electrical insulation for rotating machines will help machine users
avoid unnecessary machine failures reduce maintenance costs and inspire
greater confidence in the design of future machines handbook of industrial
mixing will explain the difference and uses of a variety of mixers including
gear mixers top entry mixers side entry mixers bottom entry mixers on line
mixers and submerged mixers the handbook discusses the trade offs among
various mixers concentrating on which might be considered for a particular
process handbook of industrial mixing explains industrial mixers in a clear
concise manner and also contains a cd rom with video clips showing different
type of mixers in action and a overview of their uses gives practical
insights by the top professional in the field details applications in key
industries provides the professional with information he did receive in
school a comprehensive manual covering all significant aspects of the field
emphasing basic explanations of motor behaviour deriving important equations
and relationships required to analyze design and apply polyphase induction
motors and shows how to apply working equations to real life situations with
examples this book gathers outstanding papers presented at the 17th annual
conference of china electrotechnical society organized by china
electrotechnical society ces held in beijing china from september 17 to 18
2022 it covers topics such as electrical technology power systems
electromagnetic emission technology and electrical equipment it introduces
the innovative solutions that combine ideas from multiple disciplines the
book is very much helpful and useful for the researchers engineers
practitioners research students and interested readers covers preliminary
designs and economic loading of diesel electric stations steam stations
nuclear power stations and hydro electric stations it discusses load
forecasting economic load dispatch unit commitment problem methods of
scheduling stations allocation control system reliability and system security
trends in power plant instrumentation and control are also presented a
comprehensive text combining all important concepts and topics of electrical
machines and featuring exhaustive simulation models based on matlab simulink
electrical machine fundamentals with numerical simulation using matlab
simulink provides readers with a basic understanding of all key concepts
related to electrical machines including working principles equivalent
circuit and analysis it elaborates the fundamentals and offers numerical
problems for students to work through uniquely this text includes simulation
models of every type of machine described in the book enabling students to
design and analyse machines on their own unlike other books on the subject
this book meets all the needs of students in electrical machine courses it
balances analytical treatment physical explanation and hands on examples and
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models with a range of difficulty levels the authors present complex ideas in
simple easy to understand language allowing students in all engineering
disciplines to build a solid foundation in the principles of electrical
machines this book includes clear elaboration of fundamental concepts in the
area of electrical machines using simple language for optimal and enhanced
learning provides wide coverage of topics aligning with the electrical
machines syllabi of most international universities contains extensive
numerical problems and offers matlab simulink simulation models for the
covered machine types describes matlab simulink modelling procedure and
introduces the modelling environment to novices covers magnetic circuits
transformers rotating machines dc machines electric vehicle motors multiphase
machine concept winding design and details finite element analysis and more
electrical machine fundamentals with numerical simulation using matlab
simulink is a well balanced textbook perfect for undergraduate students in
all engineering majors additionally its comprehensive treatment of electrical
machines makes it suitable as a reference for researchers in the field
contains 97 papers which provide a valuable overview of the latest technical
innovations in this rapidly expanding field areas of development which
receive particular attention include the emergence of power switching
transistors the application of microprocessors to regulation and control of
static converters and electrical drives the use of more sophisticated control
strategies and the utilization of power electronics in new application fields
this book will serve as a stepping stone for the undergraduate students in
electrical electronics engineering for further specialization it is a core
subject in the curriculum for post graduate power electronics and power
systems engineering disciplines offered by most of the universities and
educational institutions the book starts with the fundamental concepts such
as phasors and reference frames which are not usually elaborated at the
undergraduate level thereby providing smooth transition to more advanced
topics as specified in the various syllabi the book is also suitable for
final semester undergraduate students and practising engineers a unique guide
to the integration of three phase induction motors with the emphasis on
conserving energy the energy saving principle and technology for induction
motor is a new topic and there are few books currently available this book
provides a guide to the technology and aims to bringabout significant
advancement in research and play an important role in improving the level of
motor energy saving includes new and innovative topics such as a case study
of energy saving in beam pumping system and reactive compensation as a means
of energy saving the authors have worked in this area for 20 years and this
book is the result of their accumulated research and expertise it is unique
in its integration of three phase induction motors with the emphasis on
conserving energy integrates the saving energy principle technology and
method of induction motors with on site experiences showing readers how to
meet the practical needs and to apply the theory into practice it also
provides case studies and analysis which can help solve problems on site
control technology permeates every aspect of our lives we rely on them to
perform a wide variety of tasks without giving much thought to the origins of
the technology or how it became such an important part of our lives control
system applications covers the uses of control systems both in the common and
in the uncommon areas of our lives from the everyday to the unusual it s all
here from process control to human in the loop control this book provides
illustrations and examples of how these systems are applied each chapter
contains an introduction to the application a section defining terms and
references and a section on further readings that help you understand and use
the techniques in your work environment highly readable and comprehensive
control system applications explores the uses of control systems it
illustrates the diversity of control systems and provides examples of how the
theory can be applied to specific practical problems it contains information
about aspec ts of control that are not fully captured by the theory such as
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techniques for protecting against controller failure and the role of cost and
complexity in specifying controller designs uses real world case studies to
present the key technologies of design and application of the synchronous
generator excitation system this book systematically introduces the important
technologies of design and application of the synchronous generator
excitation system including the three phase bridge rectifier circuit diode
rectifier for separate excitation brushless excitation system and the static
self stimulation excitation system it fuses discussions on specific topics
and basic theories providing a detailed description of the theories essential
for synchronous generators in the analysis of excitation systems design and
application of modern synchronous generator excitation systems provides a
cutting edge examination of excitation system addressing conventional hydro
turbines pumped storage units steam turbines and nuclear power units it looks
at the features and performance of the excitation system of the 700mw hydro
turbine deployed at the three gorges hydropower plant spanning the yangtze
river in china as well as the working principle and start up procedure of the
static frequency converter sfc of pumped storage units it also expounds on
the composition of the excitation transformer power rectifier de excitation
equipment and automatic excitation regulator in addition to the performance
features of the excitation system of conventional 600 1000mw turbines and the
excitation system of the 1000mw nuclear power unit presents cutting edge
technologies of the excitation system from a unique engineering perspective
offers broad appeal to power system engineers who require a better
understanding of excitation systems addresses hydro turbines pumped storage
units steam turbines and nuclear power units provides an interdisciplinary
examination of a range of applications written by a senior expert in the area
of excitation systems written by an author with over 50 years experience
design and application of modern synchronous generator excitation systems is
an excellent text that offers an interdisciplinary exposition for
professionals researchers and academics alike electrical drives convert in a
controlled manner electrical energy into mechanical energy electrical drives
comprise an electrical machine i e an electro mechanical energy converter a
power electronic converter i e an electrical to electrical converter and a
controller communication unit today electrical drives are used as propulsion
systems in high speed trains elevators escalators electric ships electric
forklift trucks and electric vehicles advanced control algorithms mostly
digitally implemented allow torque control over a high bandwidth hence
precise motion control can be achieved examples are drives in robots pick and
place machines factory automation hardware etc most drives can operate in
motoring and generating mode wind turbines use electrical drives to convert
wind energy into electrical energy more and more variable speed drives are
used to save energy for example in air conditioning units compressors blowers
pumps and home appliances key to ensure stable operation of a drive in the
aforementioned applications are torque control algorithms in advanced
electrical drives a unique approach is followed to derive model based torque
controllers for all types of lorentz force machines i e dc synchronous and
induction machines the rotating transformer model forms the basis for this
generalized modeling approach that ultimately leads to the development of
universal field oriented control algorithms in case of switched reluctance
machines torque observers are proposed to implement direct torque algorithms
from a didactic viewpoint tutorials are included at the end of each chapter
the reader is encouraged to execute these tutorials to familiarize him or
herself with all aspects of drive technology hence advanced electrical drives
encourages learning by doing furthermore the experienced drive specialist may
find the simulation tools useful to design high performance controllers for
all sorts of electrical drives this book provides a unique approach to derive
model based torque controllers for all types of lorentz force machines i e dc
synchronous and induction machines the rotating transformer model forms the
basis for the generalized modeling approach of rotating field machines which
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leads to the development of universal field oriented control algorithms
contrary to this direct torque control algorithms using observer based
methods are developed for switched reluctance machines tutorials are included
at the end of each chapter and the reader is encouraged to execute these
tutorials in order to gain familiarity with the dynamic behavior of drive
systems this updated edition uses plecs simulation and vector processing
tools that were specifically adopted for the purpose of these hands on
tutorials hence advanced electrical drives encourages learning by doing and
the experienced drive specialist may find the simulation tools useful to
design high performance torque controllers although it is a powerful
reference in its own right when used in conjunction with the companion texts
fundamentals of electrical drives and applied control of electrical drives
this book provides a uniquely comprehensive reference set that takes readers
all the way from understanding the basics of how electrical drives work to
deep familiarity with advanced features and models to a mastery of applying
the concepts to actual hardware in practice teaches readers to perform
insightful analysis of ac electrical machines and drives introduces new
modeling methods and modern control techniques for switched reluctance drives
updated to use plecs simulation tools for modeling electrical drives
including new and more experimental results numerous tutorials at end of each
chapter to learn by doing step by step includes extra material featuring
build and play lab modules for lectures and self study the second edition of
a comprehensive textbook that introduces turbomachinery and gas turbines
through design methods and examples this comprehensive textbook is unique in
its design focused approach to turbomachinery and gas turbines it offers
students and practicing engineers methods for configuring these machines to
perform with the highest possible efficiency examples and problems are based
on the actual design of turbomachinery and turbines after an introductory
chapter that outlines the goals of the book and provides definitions of terms
and parts the book offers a brief review of the basic principles of
thermodynamics and efficiency definitions the rest of the book is devoted to
the analysis and design of real turbomachinery configurations and gas
turbines based on a consistent application of thermodynamic theory and a more
empirical treatment of fluid dynamics that relies on the extensive use of
design charts topics include turbine power cycles diffusion and diffusers the
analysis and design of three dimensional free stream flow and combustion
systems and combustion calculations the second edition updates every chapter
adding material on subjects that include flow correlations energy transfer in
turbomachines and three dimensional design a solutions manual is available
for instructors this new mit press edition makes a popular text available
again with corrections and some updates to a wide audience of students
professors and professionals the book presents the latest power conversion
and control technology in modern wind energy systems it has nine chapters
covering technology overview and market survey electric generators and
modeling power converters and modulation techniques wind turbine
characteristics and configurations and control schemes for fixed and variable
speed wind energy systems the book also provides in depth steady state and
dynamic analysis of squirrel cage induction generator doubly fed induction
generator and synchronous generator based wind energy systems to illustrate
the key concepts and help the reader tackle real world issues the book
contains more than 30 case studies and 100 solved problems in addition to
simulations and experiments the book serves as a comprehensive reference for
academic researchers and practicing engineers it can also be used as a
textbook for graduate students and final year undergraduate students this
textbook provides in depth treatment of all systems associated with wind
energy including the aerodynamic and structural aspects of blade design the
flow of energy and loads through the wind turbine the electrical components
and power electronics including control systems it explains the importance of
wind resource assessment techniques site evaluation and ecology and describes
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the integration of wind farms into the electrical grid the reader will also
become familiar with the offshore technology the youngest and most promising
aspect of wind energy the completely revised and updated new edition provides
new sections on fatigue design analytical models for structural analysis and
topology optimization the book is written by experts in research teaching and
industry it conveys the importance of wind energy in the international energy
policy debate and offers clear insight into the subject for all students
learning about wind engineering problems with solutions are perfect for self
study it is also an authoritative resource for engineers designing and
developing wind energy systems energy policy makers and economists in the
renewable energy sector the translation of some chapters was done with the
help of artificial intelligence machine translation by the service deepl com
a subsequent human revision was done primarily in terms of content this book
presents the latest information on the intelligent cnc machine tool spindle
system which integrates various disciplines such as mechanical engineering
control engineering computer science and information technology it describes
a prediction method and model for temperature rise and thermal deformation in
motorized spindles and proposes an intelligent stator resistance
identification method to reduce the torque ripple of motorized spindles under
direct torque control further it discusses the on line dynamic balance method
for nc machine tool spindles the biogeographic optimization algorithm and
hybrid intelligent algorithm presented here were first applied in the field
of motorized spindle performance control in turn the book presents extensive
motorized spindle performance test data and includes detailed examples of how
intelligent algorithms can be applied to motor spindle stator resistance
identification temperature field prediction and on line dynamic balance in
summary the book provides readers with the latest tools for designing testing
and implementing intelligent motorized spindle systems in terms of the basic
theory technological applications and future prospects and offers a wealth of
practical information for researchers in mechanical engineering especially in
the area of control systems the proceedings collect the latest research
trends methods and experimental results in the field of electrical and
information technologies for rail transportation the topics cover novel
traction drive technologies of rail transportation safety technology of rail
transportation system rail transportation information technology rail
transportation operational management technology rail transportation cutting
edge theory and technology etc the proceedings can be a valuable reference
work for researchers and graduate students working in rail transportation
electrical engineering and information technologies electrical machines and
drives play a vital role in industry with an ever increasing importance this
fact necessitates the understanding of machine and drive principles by
engineers of many different disciplines therefore this book is intended to
give a comprehensive deduction of these principles special attention is given
to the precise mathematical deduction of the necessary formulae to calculate
machines and drives and to the discussion of simplifications if applied with
the associated limits so the book shows how the different machine topologies
can be deduced from general fundamentals and how they are linked this book
addresses graduate students researchers and developers of electrical machines
and drives who are interested in getting knowledge about the principles of
machine and drive operation and in detecting the mathematical and engineering
specialties of the different machine and drive topologies together with their
mutual links the detailed but compact mathematical deduction together with a
distinct emphasis onto assumptions simplifications and the associated limits
leads to a clear understanding of electrical machine and drive topologies and
characteristics this book is a comprehensive reference source for practicing
engineers and students specializing in electric power engineering and
industrial electronics it will illustrate the state of the art in induction
motors beginning with characteristics and basic dynamic models of induction
motors and progressing to low and high performance drive systems the book
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will be rich in useful information without an excessive mathematical burden
computer simulations resulting in mock oscillograms of physical quantities
are used for illustration of basic control concepts the content of this book
is divided into three basic parts 1 control oriented description of induction
motors 2 control methods and systems 3 control means an induction motor is
presented as an electromechanical power converter and basic relations between
the electrical magnetic and mechanical quantities in the motor will be
explained control methods and systems will be classified according to the
controlled variables torque speed flux actuating variables voltage current
and dynamic performance uncontrolled low performance and high performance an
overview of power electronic converters and information processing equipment
used in the modern induction motor drives is included such systematic
approach will give the readers a comprehensive overview of the field of
induction motor control in finite element analysis of electrical machines the
author covers two dimensional analysis emphasizing the use of finite elements
to perform the most common calculations required of machine designers and
analysts the book explains what is inside a finite element program and how
the finite element method can be used to determine the behavior of electrical
machines the material is tutorial and includes several completely worked out
examples the main illustrative examples are synchronous and induction
machines the methods described have been used successfully in the design and
analysis of most types of rotating and linear machines audience a valuable
reference source for academic researchers practitioners and designers of
electrical machinery the two major broad applications of electrical energy
are information processing and energy processing hence it is no wonder that
electric machines have occupied a large and revered space in the field of
electrical engineering such an important topic requires a careful approach
and charles a gross electric machines offers the most balanced application
oriented and modern perspective on electromagnetic machines available written
in a style that is both accessible and authoritative this book explores all
aspects of electromagnetic mechanical em machines rather than viewing the em
machine in isolation the author treats the machine as part of an integrated
system of source controller motor and load the discussion progresses
systematically through basic machine physics and principles of operation to
real world applications and relevant control issues for each type of machine
presented coverage ranges from dc induction and synchronous machines to
specialized machines such as transformers translational machines and
microelectromechanical systems mems stimulating example applications include
electric vehicles wind energy and vertical transportation numerous example
problems illustrate and reinforce the concepts discussed along with
appendices filled with unit conversions and background material electric
machines is a succinct in depth and complete guide to understanding electric
machines for novel applications electromagnetic analysis and condition
monitoring of synchronous generators discover an insightful and complete
overview of electromagnetic analysis and fault diagnosis in large synchronous
generators in electromagnetic analysis and condition monitoring of
synchronous generators a team of distinguished engineers delivers a
comprehensive review of the electromagnetic analysis and fault diagnosis of
synchronous generators beginning with an introduction to several types of
synchronous machine structures the authors move on to the most common faults
found in synchronous generators and their impacts on performance the book
includes coverage of different modeling tools including the finite element
method winding function and magnetic equivalent circuit as well as various
types of health monitoring systems focusing on the magnetic field voltage
current shaft flux and vibration finally electromagnetic analysis and
condition monitoring of synchronous generators covers signal processing tools
that can help identify hidden patterns caused by faults and machine learning
tools enabling automated condition monitoring the book also includes a
thorough introduction to condition monitoring in electric machines and its
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importance to synchronous generators comprehensive explorations of the
classification of synchronous generators including armature arrangement
machine construction and applications practical discussions of different
types of electrical and mechanical faults in synchronous generators including
short circuit faults eccentricity faults misalignment core related faults and
broken damper bar faults in depth examinations of the modeling of healthy and
faulty synchronous generators including analytical and numerical methods
perfect for engineers working in electrical machine analysis maintenance and
fault detection electromagnetic analysis and condition monitoring of
synchronous generators is also an indispensable resource for professors and
students in electrical power engineering this comprehensive text offers a
detailed treatment of modelling of components and sub systems for studying
the transient and dynamic stability of large scale power systems beginning
with an overview of basic concepts of stability of simple systems the book is
devoted to in depth coverage of modelling of synchronous machine and its
excitation systems and speed governing controllers apart from covering the
modelling aspects methods of interfacing component models for the analysis of
small signal stability of power systems are presented in an easy to
understand manner the book also offers a study of simulation of transient
stability of power systems as well as electromagnetic transients involving
synchronous machines practical data pertaining to power systems numerical
examples and derivations are interspersed throughout the text to give
students practice in applying key concepts this text serves as a well knit
introduction to power system dynamics and is suitable for a one semester
course for the senior level undergraduate students of electrical engineering
and postgraduate students specializing in power systems contents contents
preface 1 once over lightly 2 power system stability elementary analysis 3
synchronous machine modelling for power system dynamics 4 modelling of other
components for dynamic analysis 5 overview of numerical methods 6 small
signal stability analysis of power systems 7 transient stability analysis of
power systems 8 subsynchronous and torsional oscillations 9 enhancement and
countermeasures index over the past three decades turbomachines experienced a
steep increase in efficiency and performance based on fundamental principles
of turbomachinery thermo fluid mechanics numerous cfd based calculation
methods are being developed to simulate the complex 3 dimensional highly
unsteady turbulent flow within turbine or compressor stages the objective of
this book is to present the fundamental principals of turbomachinery fluid
thermodynamic design process of turbine and compressor components power
generation and aircraft gas turbines in a unified and compact manner the book
provides senior undergraduate students graduate students and engineers in the
turbomachinery industry with a solid background of turbomachinery flow
physics and performance fundamentals that are essential for understanding
turbomachinery performance and flow complexes this book conveys mechanical
fundamentals of electric railway propulsion which includes rail bound
guidance transmission of traction effort from wheel to rail under the
influence of non constant levels of adhesion and the transmission of motor
torque to a spring mounted and thus sliding drive set fatigue failures of
blades is one of the most vexing problems of turbomachine manufacturers ever
since the steam turbine became the main stay for power generating equipment
and gas turbines are increasingly used in the air transport the problem is
very complex involving the excitation due to aerodynamic stage interaction
damping due to material deformation friction at slip surfaces and aerodynamic
damping vibration of an asymmetric aerofoil tapered along its length and
mounted on a rotating disc at a stagger angle the problem is also governed by
heat transfer analysis and thermal stresses his book deals with a basic
understanding of free vibratory behaviour of turbine blades free standing
packetted and bladed discs the analysis is based on continuous and discrete
models using energy principles and finite element techniques a clear
understanding of the interference phenomenon in a thin cambered airfoil stage
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in subsonic flow is presented to determine the nonsteady excitation forces
acting on the blades a comprehensive treatment on the blade damping
phenomenon that occurs in turbines is given the nonlinear damping models
account for material damping and friction damping as a function of rotational
speed for each mode resonant response calculation procedures for the steadily
running as well as accelerating blades are given cumulative damage
calculations are then outlined for fatigue life estimation of turbomachine
blades the book also deals with heat transfer analysis and thermal stress
calculations which help in a comprehensive understanding of the blade
problems
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Electrical Insulation for Rotating Machines 2004-09-21 a single comprehensive
resource for the design application testing and maintenance of rotating
machines filling a long standing gap in the field electrical insulation for
rotating machines covers in one useful volume all aspects of the design
deterioration testing and repair of the electrical insulation used in motors
and generators lucidly written by leading experts this authoritative
reference provides both historical background important to understanding
machine insulation design and the most up to date information on new machines
and how to select insulation systems for them coverage includes such key
topics as types of rotating machines windings and rotor and stator winding
construction evaluating insulation materials and systems stator winding and
rotor winding insulation systems in current use failure mechanisms and repair
testing and monitoring maintenance strategies detailing over 30 different
rotor and stator winding failure processes and reviewing almost 25 different
tests and monitors used to assess winding insulation condition electrical
insulation for rotating machines will help machine users avoid unnecessary
machine failures reduce maintenance costs and inspire greater confidence in
the design of future machines
Handbook of Industrial Mixing 2004-02-17 handbook of industrial mixing will
explain the difference and uses of a variety of mixers including gear mixers
top entry mixers side entry mixers bottom entry mixers on line mixers and
submerged mixers the handbook discusses the trade offs among various mixers
concentrating on which might be considered for a particular process handbook
of industrial mixing explains industrial mixers in a clear concise manner and
also contains a cd rom with video clips showing different type of mixers in
action and a overview of their uses gives practical insights by the top
professional in the field details applications in key industries provides the
professional with information he did receive in school
Polyphase Induction Motors, Analysis 1989-05-17 a comprehensive manual
covering all significant aspects of the field emphasing basic explanations of
motor behaviour deriving important equations and relationships required to
analyze design and apply polyphase induction motors and shows how to apply
working equations to real life situations with examples
Crow Rotating Electric Machine 1955 this book gathers outstanding papers
presented at the 17th annual conference of china electrotechnical society
organized by china electrotechnical society ces held in beijing china from
september 17 to 18 2022 it covers topics such as electrical technology power
systems electromagnetic emission technology and electrical equipment it
introduces the innovative solutions that combine ideas from multiple
disciplines the book is very much helpful and useful for the researchers
engineers practitioners research students and interested readers
The Proceedings of the 17th Annual Conference of China Electrotechnical
Society 2023-03-31 covers preliminary designs and economic loading of diesel
electric stations steam stations nuclear power stations and hydro electric
stations it discusses load forecasting economic load dispatch unit commitment
problem methods of scheduling stations allocation control system reliability
and system security trends in power plant instrumentation and control are
also presented
Technical Note - National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 1951 a
comprehensive text combining all important concepts and topics of electrical
machines and featuring exhaustive simulation models based on matlab simulink
electrical machine fundamentals with numerical simulation using matlab
simulink provides readers with a basic understanding of all key concepts
related to electrical machines including working principles equivalent
circuit and analysis it elaborates the fundamentals and offers numerical
problems for students to work through uniquely this text includes simulation
models of every type of machine described in the book enabling students to
design and analyse machines on their own unlike other books on the subject
this book meets all the needs of students in electrical machine courses it
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balances analytical treatment physical explanation and hands on examples and
models with a range of difficulty levels the authors present complex ideas in
simple easy to understand language allowing students in all engineering
disciplines to build a solid foundation in the principles of electrical
machines this book includes clear elaboration of fundamental concepts in the
area of electrical machines using simple language for optimal and enhanced
learning provides wide coverage of topics aligning with the electrical
machines syllabi of most international universities contains extensive
numerical problems and offers matlab simulink simulation models for the
covered machine types describes matlab simulink modelling procedure and
introduces the modelling environment to novices covers magnetic circuits
transformers rotating machines dc machines electric vehicle motors multiphase
machine concept winding design and details finite element analysis and more
electrical machine fundamentals with numerical simulation using matlab
simulink is a well balanced textbook perfect for undergraduate students in
all engineering majors additionally its comprehensive treatment of electrical
machines makes it suitable as a reference for researchers in the field
Elements of Electrical Power Station Design 2009-12-30 contains 97 papers
which provide a valuable overview of the latest technical innovations in this
rapidly expanding field areas of development which receive particular
attention include the emergence of power switching transistors the
application of microprocessors to regulation and control of static converters
and electrical drives the use of more sophisticated control strategies and
the utilization of power electronics in new application fields
Electrical Machine Fundamentals with Numerical Simulation using MATLAB /
SIMULINK 2021-04-21 this book will serve as a stepping stone for the
undergraduate students in electrical electronics engineering for further
specialization it is a core subject in the curriculum for post graduate power
electronics and power systems engineering disciplines offered by most of the
universities and educational institutions the book starts with the
fundamental concepts such as phasors and reference frames which are not
usually elaborated at the undergraduate level thereby providing smooth
transition to more advanced topics as specified in the various syllabi the
book is also suitable for final semester undergraduate students and
practising engineers
Report - National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 1943 a unique guide to
the integration of three phase induction motors with the emphasis on
conserving energy the energy saving principle and technology for induction
motor is a new topic and there are few books currently available this book
provides a guide to the technology and aims to bringabout significant
advancement in research and play an important role in improving the level of
motor energy saving includes new and innovative topics such as a case study
of energy saving in beam pumping system and reactive compensation as a means
of energy saving the authors have worked in this area for 20 years and this
book is the result of their accumulated research and expertise it is unique
in its integration of three phase induction motors with the emphasis on
conserving energy integrates the saving energy principle technology and
method of induction motors with on site experiences showing readers how to
meet the practical needs and to apply the theory into practice it also
provides case studies and analysis which can help solve problems on site
Control in Power Electronics and Electrical Drives 2014-06-28 control
technology permeates every aspect of our lives we rely on them to perform a
wide variety of tasks without giving much thought to the origins of the
technology or how it became such an important part of our lives control
system applications covers the uses of control systems both in the common and
in the uncommon areas of our lives from the everyday to the unusual it s all
here from process control to human in the loop control this book provides
illustrations and examples of how these systems are applied each chapter
contains an introduction to the application a section defining terms and
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references and a section on further readings that help you understand and use
the techniques in your work environment highly readable and comprehensive
control system applications explores the uses of control systems it
illustrates the diversity of control systems and provides examples of how the
theory can be applied to specific practical problems it contains information
about aspec ts of control that are not fully captured by the theory such as
techniques for protecting against controller failure and the role of cost and
complexity in specifying controller designs
Modeling and Analysis of Electrical Machine 2018-08-10 uses real world case
studies to present the key technologies of design and application of the
synchronous generator excitation system this book systematically introduces
the important technologies of design and application of the synchronous
generator excitation system including the three phase bridge rectifier
circuit diode rectifier for separate excitation brushless excitation system
and the static self stimulation excitation system it fuses discussions on
specific topics and basic theories providing a detailed description of the
theories essential for synchronous generators in the analysis of excitation
systems design and application of modern synchronous generator excitation
systems provides a cutting edge examination of excitation system addressing
conventional hydro turbines pumped storage units steam turbines and nuclear
power units it looks at the features and performance of the excitation system
of the 700mw hydro turbine deployed at the three gorges hydropower plant
spanning the yangtze river in china as well as the working principle and
start up procedure of the static frequency converter sfc of pumped storage
units it also expounds on the composition of the excitation transformer power
rectifier de excitation equipment and automatic excitation regulator in
addition to the performance features of the excitation system of conventional
600 1000mw turbines and the excitation system of the 1000mw nuclear power
unit presents cutting edge technologies of the excitation system from a
unique engineering perspective offers broad appeal to power system engineers
who require a better understanding of excitation systems addresses hydro
turbines pumped storage units steam turbines and nuclear power units provides
an interdisciplinary examination of a range of applications written by a
senior expert in the area of excitation systems written by an author with
over 50 years experience design and application of modern synchronous
generator excitation systems is an excellent text that offers an
interdisciplinary exposition for professionals researchers and academics
alike
Energy-saving Principles and Technologies for Induction Motors 2017-11-29
electrical drives convert in a controlled manner electrical energy into
mechanical energy electrical drives comprise an electrical machine i e an
electro mechanical energy converter a power electronic converter i e an
electrical to electrical converter and a controller communication unit today
electrical drives are used as propulsion systems in high speed trains
elevators escalators electric ships electric forklift trucks and electric
vehicles advanced control algorithms mostly digitally implemented allow
torque control over a high bandwidth hence precise motion control can be
achieved examples are drives in robots pick and place machines factory
automation hardware etc most drives can operate in motoring and generating
mode wind turbines use electrical drives to convert wind energy into
electrical energy more and more variable speed drives are used to save energy
for example in air conditioning units compressors blowers pumps and home
appliances key to ensure stable operation of a drive in the aforementioned
applications are torque control algorithms in advanced electrical drives a
unique approach is followed to derive model based torque controllers for all
types of lorentz force machines i e dc synchronous and induction machines the
rotating transformer model forms the basis for this generalized modeling
approach that ultimately leads to the development of universal field oriented
control algorithms in case of switched reluctance machines torque observers
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are proposed to implement direct torque algorithms from a didactic viewpoint
tutorials are included at the end of each chapter the reader is encouraged to
execute these tutorials to familiarize him or herself with all aspects of
drive technology hence advanced electrical drives encourages learning by
doing furthermore the experienced drive specialist may find the simulation
tools useful to design high performance controllers for all sorts of
electrical drives
NASA Technical Note 1971 this book provides a unique approach to derive model
based torque controllers for all types of lorentz force machines i e dc
synchronous and induction machines the rotating transformer model forms the
basis for the generalized modeling approach of rotating field machines which
leads to the development of universal field oriented control algorithms
contrary to this direct torque control algorithms using observer based
methods are developed for switched reluctance machines tutorials are included
at the end of each chapter and the reader is encouraged to execute these
tutorials in order to gain familiarity with the dynamic behavior of drive
systems this updated edition uses plecs simulation and vector processing
tools that were specifically adopted for the purpose of these hands on
tutorials hence advanced electrical drives encourages learning by doing and
the experienced drive specialist may find the simulation tools useful to
design high performance torque controllers although it is a powerful
reference in its own right when used in conjunction with the companion texts
fundamentals of electrical drives and applied control of electrical drives
this book provides a uniquely comprehensive reference set that takes readers
all the way from understanding the basics of how electrical drives work to
deep familiarity with advanced features and models to a mastery of applying
the concepts to actual hardware in practice teaches readers to perform
insightful analysis of ac electrical machines and drives introduces new
modeling methods and modern control techniques for switched reluctance drives
updated to use plecs simulation tools for modeling electrical drives
including new and more experimental results numerous tutorials at end of each
chapter to learn by doing step by step includes extra material featuring
build and play lab modules for lectures and self study
Control System Applications 1999-12-27 the second edition of a comprehensive
textbook that introduces turbomachinery and gas turbines through design
methods and examples this comprehensive textbook is unique in its design
focused approach to turbomachinery and gas turbines it offers students and
practicing engineers methods for configuring these machines to perform with
the highest possible efficiency examples and problems are based on the actual
design of turbomachinery and turbines after an introductory chapter that
outlines the goals of the book and provides definitions of terms and parts
the book offers a brief review of the basic principles of thermodynamics and
efficiency definitions the rest of the book is devoted to the analysis and
design of real turbomachinery configurations and gas turbines based on a
consistent application of thermodynamic theory and a more empirical treatment
of fluid dynamics that relies on the extensive use of design charts topics
include turbine power cycles diffusion and diffusers the analysis and design
of three dimensional free stream flow and combustion systems and combustion
calculations the second edition updates every chapter adding material on
subjects that include flow correlations energy transfer in turbomachines and
three dimensional design a solutions manual is available for instructors this
new mit press edition makes a popular text available again with corrections
and some updates to a wide audience of students professors and professionals
Annual Report of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 1951 the
book presents the latest power conversion and control technology in modern
wind energy systems it has nine chapters covering technology overview and
market survey electric generators and modeling power converters and
modulation techniques wind turbine characteristics and configurations and
control schemes for fixed and variable speed wind energy systems the book
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also provides in depth steady state and dynamic analysis of squirrel cage
induction generator doubly fed induction generator and synchronous generator
based wind energy systems to illustrate the key concepts and help the reader
tackle real world issues the book contains more than 30 case studies and 100
solved problems in addition to simulations and experiments the book serves as
a comprehensive reference for academic researchers and practicing engineers
it can also be used as a textbook for graduate students and final year
undergraduate students
Design and Application of Modern Synchronous Generator Excitation Systems
2019-06-18 this textbook provides in depth treatment of all systems
associated with wind energy including the aerodynamic and structural aspects
of blade design the flow of energy and loads through the wind turbine the
electrical components and power electronics including control systems it
explains the importance of wind resource assessment techniques site
evaluation and ecology and describes the integration of wind farms into the
electrical grid the reader will also become familiar with the offshore
technology the youngest and most promising aspect of wind energy the
completely revised and updated new edition provides new sections on fatigue
design analytical models for structural analysis and topology optimization
the book is written by experts in research teaching and industry it conveys
the importance of wind energy in the international energy policy debate and
offers clear insight into the subject for all students learning about wind
engineering problems with solutions are perfect for self study it is also an
authoritative resource for engineers designing and developing wind energy
systems energy policy makers and economists in the renewable energy sector
the translation of some chapters was done with the help of artificial
intelligence machine translation by the service deepl com a subsequent human
revision was done primarily in terms of content
Advanced Electrical Drives 2010-11-30 this book presents the latest
information on the intelligent cnc machine tool spindle system which
integrates various disciplines such as mechanical engineering control
engineering computer science and information technology it describes a
prediction method and model for temperature rise and thermal deformation in
motorized spindles and proposes an intelligent stator resistance
identification method to reduce the torque ripple of motorized spindles under
direct torque control further it discusses the on line dynamic balance method
for nc machine tool spindles the biogeographic optimization algorithm and
hybrid intelligent algorithm presented here were first applied in the field
of motorized spindle performance control in turn the book presents extensive
motorized spindle performance test data and includes detailed examples of how
intelligent algorithms can be applied to motor spindle stator resistance
identification temperature field prediction and on line dynamic balance in
summary the book provides readers with the latest tools for designing testing
and implementing intelligent motorized spindle systems in terms of the basic
theory technological applications and future prospects and offers a wealth of
practical information for researchers in mechanical engineering especially in
the area of control systems
Report 1945 the proceedings collect the latest research trends methods and
experimental results in the field of electrical and information technologies
for rail transportation the topics cover novel traction drive technologies of
rail transportation safety technology of rail transportation system rail
transportation information technology rail transportation operational
management technology rail transportation cutting edge theory and technology
etc the proceedings can be a valuable reference work for researchers and
graduate students working in rail transportation electrical engineering and
information technologies
Advanced Electrical Drives 2020-08-21 electrical machines and drives play a
vital role in industry with an ever increasing importance this fact
necessitates the understanding of machine and drive principles by engineers
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of many different disciplines therefore this book is intended to give a
comprehensive deduction of these principles special attention is given to the
precise mathematical deduction of the necessary formulae to calculate
machines and drives and to the discussion of simplifications if applied with
the associated limits so the book shows how the different machine topologies
can be deduced from general fundamentals and how they are linked this book
addresses graduate students researchers and developers of electrical machines
and drives who are interested in getting knowledge about the principles of
machine and drive operation and in detecting the mathematical and engineering
specialties of the different machine and drive topologies together with their
mutual links the detailed but compact mathematical deduction together with a
distinct emphasis onto assumptions simplifications and the associated limits
leads to a clear understanding of electrical machine and drive topologies and
characteristics
The Design of High-Efficiency Turbomachinery and Gas Turbines, second
edition, with a new preface 2014-09-12 this book is a comprehensive reference
source for practicing engineers and students specializing in electric power
engineering and industrial electronics it will illustrate the state of the
art in induction motors beginning with characteristics and basic dynamic
models of induction motors and progressing to low and high performance drive
systems the book will be rich in useful information without an excessive
mathematical burden computer simulations resulting in mock oscillograms of
physical quantities are used for illustration of basic control concepts the
content of this book is divided into three basic parts 1 control oriented
description of induction motors 2 control methods and systems 3 control means
an induction motor is presented as an electromechanical power converter and
basic relations between the electrical magnetic and mechanical quantities in
the motor will be explained control methods and systems will be classified
according to the controlled variables torque speed flux actuating variables
voltage current and dynamic performance uncontrolled low performance and high
performance an overview of power electronic converters and information
processing equipment used in the modern induction motor drives is included
such systematic approach will give the readers a comprehensive overview of
the field of induction motor control
Power Conversion and Control of Wind Energy Systems 2011-08-09 in finite
element analysis of electrical machines the author covers two dimensional
analysis emphasizing the use of finite elements to perform the most common
calculations required of machine designers and analysts the book explains
what is inside a finite element program and how the finite element method can
be used to determine the behavior of electrical machines the material is
tutorial and includes several completely worked out examples the main
illustrative examples are synchronous and induction machines the methods
described have been used successfully in the design and analysis of most
types of rotating and linear machines audience a valuable reference source
for academic researchers practitioners and designers of electrical machinery
Wind Power Technology 2023-06-16 the two major broad applications of
electrical energy are information processing and energy processing hence it
is no wonder that electric machines have occupied a large and revered space
in the field of electrical engineering such an important topic requires a
careful approach and charles a gross electric machines offers the most
balanced application oriented and modern perspective on electromagnetic
machines available written in a style that is both accessible and
authoritative this book explores all aspects of electromagnetic mechanical em
machines rather than viewing the em machine in isolation the author treats
the machine as part of an integrated system of source controller motor and
load the discussion progresses systematically through basic machine physics
and principles of operation to real world applications and relevant control
issues for each type of machine presented coverage ranges from dc induction
and synchronous machines to specialized machines such as transformers
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translational machines and microelectromechanical systems mems stimulating
example applications include electric vehicles wind energy and vertical
transportation numerous example problems illustrate and reinforce the
concepts discussed along with appendices filled with unit conversions and
background material electric machines is a succinct in depth and complete
guide to understanding electric machines for novel applications
Intelligent Motorized Spindle Technology 2020-02-22 electromagnetic analysis
and condition monitoring of synchronous generators discover an insightful and
complete overview of electromagnetic analysis and fault diagnosis in large
synchronous generators in electromagnetic analysis and condition monitoring
of synchronous generators a team of distinguished engineers delivers a
comprehensive review of the electromagnetic analysis and fault diagnosis of
synchronous generators beginning with an introduction to several types of
synchronous machine structures the authors move on to the most common faults
found in synchronous generators and their impacts on performance the book
includes coverage of different modeling tools including the finite element
method winding function and magnetic equivalent circuit as well as various
types of health monitoring systems focusing on the magnetic field voltage
current shaft flux and vibration finally electromagnetic analysis and
condition monitoring of synchronous generators covers signal processing tools
that can help identify hidden patterns caused by faults and machine learning
tools enabling automated condition monitoring the book also includes a
thorough introduction to condition monitoring in electric machines and its
importance to synchronous generators comprehensive explorations of the
classification of synchronous generators including armature arrangement
machine construction and applications practical discussions of different
types of electrical and mechanical faults in synchronous generators including
short circuit faults eccentricity faults misalignment core related faults and
broken damper bar faults in depth examinations of the modeling of healthy and
faulty synchronous generators including analytical and numerical methods
perfect for engineers working in electrical machine analysis maintenance and
fault detection electromagnetic analysis and condition monitoring of
synchronous generators is also an indispensable resource for professors and
students in electrical power engineering
NASA Technical Paper 1978 this comprehensive text offers a detailed treatment
of modelling of components and sub systems for studying the transient and
dynamic stability of large scale power systems beginning with an overview of
basic concepts of stability of simple systems the book is devoted to in depth
coverage of modelling of synchronous machine and its excitation systems and
speed governing controllers apart from covering the modelling aspects methods
of interfacing component models for the analysis of small signal stability of
power systems are presented in an easy to understand manner the book also
offers a study of simulation of transient stability of power systems as well
as electromagnetic transients involving synchronous machines practical data
pertaining to power systems numerical examples and derivations are
interspersed throughout the text to give students practice in applying key
concepts this text serves as a well knit introduction to power system
dynamics and is suitable for a one semester course for the senior level
undergraduate students of electrical engineering and postgraduate students
specializing in power systems contents contents preface 1 once over lightly 2
power system stability elementary analysis 3 synchronous machine modelling
for power system dynamics 4 modelling of other components for dynamic
analysis 5 overview of numerical methods 6 small signal stability analysis of
power systems 7 transient stability analysis of power systems 8
subsynchronous and torsional oscillations 9 enhancement and countermeasures
index
Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Electrical and Information
Technologies for Rail Transportation (EITRT) 2017 2018-03-30 over the past
three decades turbomachines experienced a steep increase in efficiency and
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performance based on fundamental principles of turbomachinery thermo fluid
mechanics numerous cfd based calculation methods are being developed to
simulate the complex 3 dimensional highly unsteady turbulent flow within
turbine or compressor stages the objective of this book is to present the
fundamental principals of turbomachinery fluid thermodynamic design process
of turbine and compressor components power generation and aircraft gas
turbines in a unified and compact manner the book provides senior
undergraduate students graduate students and engineers in the turbomachinery
industry with a solid background of turbomachinery flow physics and
performance fundamentals that are essential for understanding turbomachinery
performance and flow complexes
The Aeroplane 1946 this book conveys mechanical fundamentals of electric
railway propulsion which includes rail bound guidance transmission of
traction effort from wheel to rail under the influence of non constant levels
of adhesion and the transmission of motor torque to a spring mounted and thus
sliding drive set
Electrical Machines 2014-09-17 fatigue failures of blades is one of the most
vexing problems of turbomachine manufacturers ever since the steam turbine
became the main stay for power generating equipment and gas turbines are
increasingly used in the air transport the problem is very complex involving
the excitation due to aerodynamic stage interaction damping due to material
deformation friction at slip surfaces and aerodynamic damping vibration of an
asymmetric aerofoil tapered along its length and mounted on a rotating disc
at a stagger angle the problem is also governed by heat transfer analysis and
thermal stresses his book deals with a basic understanding of free vibratory
behaviour of turbine blades free standing packetted and bladed discs the
analysis is based on continuous and discrete models using energy principles
and finite element techniques a clear understanding of the interference
phenomenon in a thin cambered airfoil stage in subsonic flow is presented to
determine the nonsteady excitation forces acting on the blades a
comprehensive treatment on the blade damping phenomenon that occurs in
turbines is given the nonlinear damping models account for material damping
and friction damping as a function of rotational speed for each mode resonant
response calculation procedures for the steadily running as well as
accelerating blades are given cumulative damage calculations are then
outlined for fatigue life estimation of turbomachine blades the book also
deals with heat transfer analysis and thermal stress calculations which help
in a comprehensive understanding of the blade problems
Control of Induction Motors 2000-10-11
Finite Element Analysis of Electrical Machines 2012-12-06
Electric Machines 2006-10-20
Electromagnetic Analysis and Condition Monitoring of Synchronous Generators
2022-12-28
Power System Dynamics 2009
Turbomachinery Flow Physics and Dynamic Performance 2006-01-16
Electric Traction - Motive Power and Energy Supply 2008
NASA Technical Memorandum 1975
The Electrician 1922
Turbomachine Blade Vibration 1991
Basic Concepts in Turbomachinery 1903
The Electrical Journal 1976
Airframe and Powerplant Mechanics
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